Visonic Wireless Products

The PowerMax™ smart home and office management system can be further enhanced by incorporating additional PowerCode™ wireless devices which can be seamlessly integrated into the system. These devices are designed to provide added benefits such as safety monitoring, personal emergency signaling, and increased convenience.

Next Wireless Detectors

Next FIW-ACW
Next FRO-ACW

General-use digital wireless FR
Features: (38 kg / 85 lbs) digital wireless FR
12 x 12 m (40 x 40 ft) coverage
12 x 12 m (40 x 40 ft) coverage

Wireless Control Systems and Repeaters

PowerMax™
Wireless smart home security control, and management system

ACT-483
Wireless repeater/Range extender

Special Purpose Wireless Detectors

ACT-425
Wireless smoke detector

ACT-441
Wireless gas detector

ACT-439
Wireless fire detector

PowerCode Wireless Transmitters

ACT-332
Wireless magnetic contact

ACT-351-MP
Waterproof pendant transmitter

ACT-391, 110-394
Handheld transmitters

ACT-394
Wireless keypad transmitter

Wireless Remote Commander

MCA-14E
Wireless remote commander

About Visonic

With over 30 years of experience in every aspect of security, Visonic has built a strong reputation as a world leader in the security industry. Recognized for its innovative technologies and reliable high performance systems, Visonic is partnered at the forefront of the Home Automation market with the launch of its new wireless security and home & office automation PowerMax™ system. Visonic has laid the groundwork for the “networked home” where electronics, systems and appliances are all tied to an Internet network with connection to the Internet. Visonic’s wired and wireless security systems and individual products cover a wide range of applications for access control, personal protection, health care, fire and smoke protection and home automation. This broad offering meets the diverse needs of most of our customer profiles. Headquartered in Tel Aviv, Israel, Visonic has an installed base of millions of installations that make worldwide technical and marketing support through a network of subsidiaries, distributors and sales representatives in over 70 countries.

Next™ Wireless Detectors

Elegant and Reliable Wireless Detectors for the Home

Industry-leading digital detection technologies
Unsurpassed catch performance and false alarm immunity
Unique pet-immune detection technology
Fully supervised secure wireless transmission

Designed for Visonic PowerMax™ and PowerCode™ wireless systems

Visonic
For a secure way of life

For a secure way of life

Visonic PowerMax™
Visonic PowerCode™
Next MCW – Elegant and Reliable Wireless Digital Detectors

Maximum Detection, Minimum False Alarms
The Next family of wireless digital detectors is the ultimate choice for any home application, delivering the industry’s highest detection accuracy while virtually eliminating false alarms.

Secure Wireless Transmission
Implementing Visonic’s renowned PowerCode™ wireless technology, Next wireless detectors feature a secure 2448-bit AES, which is selected from 16 trillion possible combinations and is virtually impossible to accidentally reproduce. A unique anti-jamming transmission sequence ensures accurate reception of simultaneous signals from multiple transmitters.

Effective and Reliable Pet-Immune Solutions
By reliably distinguishing between human bodies and animals weighing up to 32 kg (70.5 lbs), Next pet-immune detectors virtually eliminate false alarms caused by cats, dogs, rodents, etc.

Ultimate Ease-of-Use
All Next wireless detectors after easy installation, configuration and operation, combine an attractive sleek design suitable for any decor.

Compliance with International Standards
Next wireless detectors and PowerCode™ devices are available in various frequency bands according to international standards, and are approved for use by local authorities in most countries.

Part of PowerMax™ Smart Home Management Solutions
Next wireless detectors are designed for seamless integration with any Visonic PowerMax™ or PowerCode™ wireless system. Implemented in less than an hour, PowerMax™ wireless systems are easily controlled via the intuitive graphic user interface and voice prompts, which are available in more than 22 languages.

Part of PowerMax™ Smart Home Management System
Next wireless detectors are seamlessly integrated with Visonic’s PowerMax™ smart home security, control and management system, providing the following key benefits:

Easy Access and Control
PowerMax™ users can control their entire home environment – security, air-conditioning, appliances, lighting – through a single easy-to-use keypad or remotely from any touch-screen or cell phone.

Comprehensive Security Solution
PowerMax™ provides as many as 30 zones, with virtually any combination of Visonic’s PowerCode™ detectors: PIR, pet-immune, glass-break, fixed, gas and smoke detectors, door/window magnetic contacts, etc.

Safety and Peace of Mind
Designed for the peace of mind of homeowners and property owners, PowerMax™ systems provide early detection of intruders, smoke, gas and flooding.

Next PIR MCW
General-Purpose Motion Detector
Advanced wireless PIR implementing a new generation of patented digital and optical technologies to achieve long-range reliability, outstanding catch performance and the industry’s lowest rate of false alarms. Sleek elegant design and easy installation make Next PIR MCW ideal for any home.

Next K-9 MCW
Pet-immune Detector
Unique performance wireless digital PIR reading framework to secure your home while allowing pets to move freely. Next K-95 reliability distinguishes between human bodies and animals weighing up to 32 kg (70.5 lbs) using patented 1D "Target Specific Imaging", full supervision, compatibility with PowerMax™ and all Visonic’s PowerCode™ wireless panels and receivers, and sleek elegant design ensure smooth implementation in any home.
Next MCW — Elegant and Reliable Wireless Digital Detectors

Maximum Detection, Minimum False Alarms

The Next™ family of wireless digital detectors is the ultimate choice for any home application, delivering the industry’s highest detection accuracy while virtually eliminating false alarms.

Secure Wireless Transmission

Implementing Visonic’s renowned PowerCode™ wireless technology, Next wireless detectors feature a secure 3440-Bps, which is selected from 16 million possible combinations and is virtually impossible to accidentally reproduce. A unique anti-collision transmission sequence ensures accurate reception of simultaneous signals from multiple transmitters.

Effective and Reliable Pet-Immune Solutions

By reliably distinguishing between human bodies and animals weighing up to 35 kg (77 lbs.), Next pet-immune detectors virtually eliminate false alarms caused by cats, dogs, rodents, etc.

Ultimate Ease-of-Use

All Next wireless detectors are easy to install, configure and operate, combined with an attractive sleek design suitable for any decor.

Compliance with International Standards

Next wireless detectors and PowerCode™ devices are available in various frequency bands according to international standards, and are approved for use by local authorities in most countries.

Part of PowerMax™ Smart Home Management Solutions

Next wireless detectors are designed for seamless integration with any Visonic PowerMax™ or PowerCode™ wireless system. Implemented in less than an hour, PowerMax™ wireless systems are easily controlled via the intuitive graphic user interface and voice prompts, which are available to more than 22 languages.

Part of PowerMax™ Smart Home Management System

Next wireless detectors are seamlessly integrated with Visonic’s PowerMax™ Smart Home security, control and management system, providing the following key benefits:

Easy Access and Control

PowerMax™ Users can control their entire home environment — security, air-conditioning, appliances, lighting — through a single easy-to-use keypad or remotely from any touch-tone or cellular phone.

Instant Emergency Assistance and Remote Communication

PowerMax™ automatically issues reports to monitoring stations, pre-programmed private telephones and/or pagers. Two-way voice communication can be remotely initiated, facilitating instant emergency assistance.

Comprehensive Security Solution

PowerMax™ protects as many as 20 zones, with virtually any combination of Visonic PowerCode™ detectors: PIR, pet-immune, glass-break, fixed, gas and smoke detectors, door/window magnetic contacts, etc.

Safety and Peace of Mind

Designed for the peace of mind of residents and property owners, PowerMax™ systems provide early detection of intruders, smoke, gas and flooding.

Next Wireless Detectors

Next PIR MCW

General-Purpose Motion Detector

Advanced wireless PIR implementing a whole new generation of patented digital and optical technologies to achieve long-term reliability, outstanding catch performance and the industry’s lowest rate of false alarms. Sleek elegant design and easy installation make Next PIR MCW ideal for any home.

Next K9-BS MCW

Pet-immune Detector

Unique performance wireless digital PIR enabling homeowners to secure their homes while allowing pets to move freely. Next K9-BS reliably distinguishes between human bodies and animals weighing up to 38 kg (85 lbs.) using patented 3D "Target Specific Imaging". Full supervision, compatibility with PowerCode™ and all Visonic PowerCode™ wireless panels and receivers, and sleek elegant design ensure smooth implementation in any home.
Next MCW – Elegant and Reliable Wireless Digital Detectors

Maximum Detection, Minimum False Alarms
The Next™ family of wireless digital detectors is the ultimate choice for any home application, delivering the industry's highest detection accuracy while virtually eliminating false alarms.

Secure Wireless Transmission
Implementing Harris' proven PowerCode™ wireless technology, Next wireless detectors feature a secure 346-bit code, which is selected from 16 million possible combinations and is virtually impossible to accidentally reproduce. A unique anti-collision transmission sequence ensures accurate reception of simultaneous signals from multiple transmitters.

Effective and Reliable Pet-Immune Solutions
By reliably distinguishing between human bodies and animals weighing up to 38 kg (85 lbs), Next pet-immune detectors virtually eliminate false alarms caused by cats, dogs, rodents, etc.

Ultimate Ease-of-Use
All Next wireless detectors offer easy installation, configuration and operation, combined with an attractive sleek design suitable for any décor.

Compliance with International Standards
Next wireless detectors and PowerCode™ devices are available in various frequency bands according to international standards, and are approved for use by local authorities in most countries.

Part of PowerMax™ Smart Home Management Solutions
Next wireless detectors are designed for seamless integration with any Harris PowerMax™ or PowerCode™ wireless system. Implemented in less than an hour, PowerMax™ wireless systems are easily controlled via the intuitive graphic user interface and voice prompts, which are available in more than 22 languages.

Part of PowerMax™ Smart Home Management System
Next wireless detectors are seamlessly integrated with Harris’ PowerMax™ smart home security, central control and management system, providing the following key benefits:

Easy Access and Control
PowerMax™ users can control their entire home environment – security, air-conditioning, appliances, lighting – through a single easy-to-use keypad or remotely from any touch-screen or cellular phone.

Instant Emergency Assistance and Remote Communication
PowerMax™ automatically issues reports to monitoring stations, pre-programmed private telephones and/or pagers. Two-way voice communication can be remotely initiated, facilitating instant emergency assistance.

Comprehensive Security Solution
PowerMax™ protects as many as 20 zones, with virtually any combination of Harris' PowerCode™ detectors: PIR, pet-immune, glass-break, fixed, gas and smoke detectors, door/window magnetic contacts, etc.

Safety and Peace of Mind
Designed for the peace of mind of residents and property owners, PowerMax™ systems provide early detection of intruders, smoke, gas and flooding.

Next Wireless Detectors
Next PIR MCW
General-Purpose Motion Detector
Advanced wireless PIR implementing a whole new generation of patented digital and optical technologies to achieve long-range reliability, outstanding catch performance and the industry's lowest rate of false alarms. Sleek elegant design and easy installation make the Next PIR MCW ideal for any home.

Next K9-BS MCW
Pet-immune Detector
Unique performance wireless digital PIR enabling homeowners to secure their homes while allowing pets to move freely. Next K9-BS reliably discriminates between human bodies and animals weighing up to 38 kg (85 lbs) using patented 3D "Target Specific Imaging," full suppression, compatibility with PowerMax™ and all Harris PowerCode™ wireless panels and receivers, and sleek elegant design ensure smooth implementation in any home.
Visonic Wireless Products

The Powermax™ smart home and office management system can be further enhanced by incorporating additional PowerCode™ wireless devices which can be seamlessly integrated into the system. These devices are designed to provide added benefits such as safety monitoring, personal emergency signaling, and increased convenience.

Visonic

With over 30 years of experience in every aspect of security, Visonic has built a strong reputation as a world leader in the security industry. Recognized for its innovative technologies and reliable high-performance systems, Visonic is partnered at the forefront of the Home Automation market with the launch of its new wireless security and home & office automation Powermax™ system. Visonic has laid the groundwork for the "intelligent home" where electronics, systems, and appliances are all linked by an Internet network with connection to the Internet. Visonic’s wired and wireless security systems and individual products cover a wide range of applications for access control, personal protection, health care, fire and smoke protection, and home automation. This broad offering meets the diverse needs of most of our customer partners. Headquartered in Tel Aviv, Israel, Visonic has an installed base of millions of installations that include worldwide technical and marketing support through a network of subsidiaries, distributors, and sales representatives in over 70 countries.

Next Wireless Detectors

Elegant and Reliable Wireless Detectors for the Home

Industry-leading digital detection technologies

Unsurpassed catch performance and false alarm immunity

Unique pet-immune detection technology

Fully supervised secure wireless transmission

Designed for Visonic PowerMax™ and PowerCode™ wireless systems

Visonic

For a secure way of life

For a secure way of life
Visonic Wireless Products

The PowerMax™ smart home and office management system can be further enhanced by incorporating additional PowerCode™ wireless devices which can be seamlessly integrated into the system. These devices are designed to provide added benefits such as safety monitoring, personal emergency signaling, and increased convenience.

About Visonic

With over 30 years of experience in every aspect of security, Visonic has built a strong reputation as a world leader in the security industry. Recognized for its innovative technologies and reliable high-performance systems, Visonic is partnered at the forefront of the Home Automation market with the launch of its new wireless security and home & office automation PowerMax™ system. Visonic has laid the groundwork for the “networked home” where electronics, systems and appliances are all linked by an internal network with connection to the Internet. Visonic’s wired and wireless security systems and individual products cover a wide range of applications for access control, personal protection, home care, fire protection and home automation. This broad offering meets the diverse needs of most of our customer profiles. Headquartered in Tel Aviv, Israel, Visonic has an installed base of millions of installations that receive worldwide technical and marketing support through a network of subsidiaries, distributors and sales representatives in over 70 countries.

Next™ Wireless Detectors

Elegant and Reliable Wireless Detectors for the Home

Industry-leading digital detection technologies

Unsurpassed catch performance and false alarm immunity

Unique pet-immune detection technology

Fully supervised secure wireless transmission

Designed for Visonic PowerMax™ and PowerCode™ wireless systems

Visonic

For a secure way of life

Visonic Wireless Remote Commander
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